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PERSEVERANCE 
   Valley Forge represents the pinnacle of American perseverance during 
times of trial.  The difficulties that the Continental Army suffered during 
this period are enshrined in the annals of many histories.  It is difficult to 
understand what our forefathers had to endure in order to endure until 
victory was achieved. 

   In this issue we attempt to inspire you to endure the difficult times that we 
find ourselves in.  The War of Independence was over eight years long and 
that was only the open conflict part of it.  The struggle for liberty is one that 
continues even to this day.  There are always those who would subjugate 
and enslave people purely out of their own feelings of entitlement.  But we 
have won this war before, and we will be victorious in the years ahead. 

Wade John Taylor
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Introduction: 

   In this issue we visit some of the challenges during the War of 
Independence.  Fighting for liberty is not always easy, but failure to fight 
guarantees subjugation.  By learning from our past, we can find out the 
qualities that it takes to rise to the occasion and become the masters of 
our own destiny as we challenge the tyranny of today. 
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 JAMES MONROE 

    

   I recently was reading through 
the National Archives and going 
through some of the Founding 
Fathers who were Anti-
Federalists.  I have been looking 
at many of the Anti-Federalist 
papers lately and I am starting to 
form a strong opinion that they 
were right to oppose giving the 
federal government too much 
power.  Certainly, our first 
government was too weak but our 
second one is too strong. 

   I ran across James Monroe our 
fifth President of the United 

States.  I started reading the 
Monroe papers and ran across 
some of his early documents that 
described his experiences during 
the Revolutionary War.  These 
experiences give us some 
inspiration to persevere through 
difficult times.  I will summarize 
some of them briefly below. 

   Monroe was attending the 
College of William and Mary 
until it was closed around January 
of 1776 due to the ongoing war 
with the British.  He joined the 3rd 
Virginia Regiment.  Shortly 
thereafter he received his 
commission as a lieutenant and 
the 3rd Virginia Regiment was sent 
to New York where they joined 
Washington’s forces in the Battle 
of Long Island. 

   Monroe’s company along with 
two others from the regiment 
were reinforced with troops from 
Connecticut.  They were sent 
from their post at Harlem Heights 
to oppose the enemy advance 
after they had landed, took the 
city, and ravaged Fort 
Washington.  They engaged the 
enemy and suffered heavy losses 
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including two of the company 
commanders.  The British were 
forced to find another avenue of 
approach in their attempt to 
outflank the troops around Fort 
Washington. 

   The 3rd Virginia regiment 
engaged the British at White 
Plains and was forced to retreat 
again after heavy losses.  As the 
British advanced on Fort 
Washington, the regiment was 
ordered to Fort Lee to protect it. 

   The Continental Army was 
defeated at both Fort Washington 
and Fort Lee as General 
Washington gathered his 
remaining forces and retreated 
into New Jersey.  The British 
were hot on their heels, but the 
army did not run.  They fought an 
orderly retreat, “which will be 
forever celebrated in the annals of 
our country, for the patient 
suffering, the unshaken firmness, 
and gallantry of the small band 
when brought to action, of which 
the army consisted, and of the 
great & good qualities of its 
commander.” 

  They arrived on the opposite 
shore of Trenton, New Jersey.  
The mighty Delaware River 
separated them from Enemy 
troops.  Winter arrived and the 
enemy settled into winter quarters 
believing that the Continental 
Army was all but destroyed. 

   Lieutenant Monroe goes on to 
explain that after a long string of 
defeats some considered “the 
great question whether they were 
competent, and resolved to 
support their independence or 
would sink under the pressure?” 

   The resolve and steadfast 
determination are clearly 
displayed as Monroe continues. 

   “The councils of the union, 
exhibited a firmness, which 
shewed, that they were equal to 
the crisis.” 

   Monroe goes on to praise 
Congress for their support and 
General Washington for being 
attentive to his duties.  This 
remarkable determination at a 
time when the British even 
thought that they had won is 
remarkable.  It demonstrates to 
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us the qualities that were needed 
to secure liberty from a 
dominating tyranny. 

   Monroe was wounded shortly 
afterward following the crossing 
of the Delaware in the Battle of 
Trenton as he led his unit in the 
battle.  After recovering from his 
wounds Monroe was promoted to 
Captain and continued the fight 
for independence never losing an 
ounce of resolve.  He would need 
the same resolve during the War 
of 1812 when the British invaded 
the Capital. 

 

~Wade John Taylor 

 

 

 

 

BY MORNING’S LIGHT 

   An army that never knew 
victory. Soldiers without coats and 
food. A winter encampment with 
only two saving graces: seclusion 
and multiple avenues of escape.  
Doctors collapsed in exhaustion, 
fading cries of the dying, ravings 
of those sick with the pox. And, 
running through the camp, 
rumors the General was seen 
wandering the woods.  It is bitterly 
cold, huddled around a smoking 
campfire, wind probing skin from 
the clothes shared among your 
group from a fellow town 
militiaman who did not survive 
the previous night. Someone 
whose wife and children you had 
all sworn to support if you got out 
of it alive.  

   At no time in our nation's 
history has our survival been so 
tenuous. Later, we would have a 
civil war where we would survive, 
not knowing at times how we 
would be governed.  But in that 
winter, starving frozen men stared 
at each other, knowing they could 
not even desert as they all had a 
price on their heads.  Only one 
more defeat away from losing the 
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war, there was no darker time in 
our nation. 

   Then, in the dark and out of the 
smoke, the sound of a cart.  A 
woman, protected only by her 
virtue and a young boy, pulled up 
to the command tent.  Getting to 
your feet, your group started 
forward, as a wagon with a pastor 
and his wife followed hers, then 
from another direction, men 
pointed, a mule led by an old man 
and woman.  Throughout the 
night they rolled in.  Not many of 
them, none carry much.  Yet all 
carrying something.  Old clothes 
to stay warm, rag rugs stripped 
from floors for bedrolls, some 
bread or cornmeal, or old 
vegetables to fill pots and bellies.  
Night after night, a couple at a 
time.  Gone in the morning to 
take care of stock and land.  Some 
staying on to care for the sick, to 
feed the well, to clean up the 
camp. As the general wept 
openly.  

   This was a turning point 
although you did not know it. 
Another foreigner, unlike your 
fellow immigrants, this one in 
uniform, pointing to your officers, 
looking, talking, as they took 

notes.  Tents put in lines, men put 
into groups to dig toilets, cut 
wood, wash clothes.  And some 
men, hauled away, to come back 
a week or two later, different, with 
resolve and ideas, and most 
important, some authority.  Out 
of this winter of despair came a 
forging of a standard of military 
the world would seek to emulate. 
A legend of resolve of a nation.  
The introduction of inoculations 
in medicine and the military non-
commissioned officer, changing 
the future.  

   We survived, and triumphed. 
Because the poor stripped their 
homes of rags and rugs and food 
to keep a losing army alive.  
Because people drove through 
the night to avoid detection, to 
deliver food and warmth.  
Because a Hessian officer with a 
vision deserted his army to teach 
some raw soldiers how to lead at 
all levels and ranks.  To take 
personal responsibility.  

   Today each citizen carries 
within them the heritage of this 
resolve.  It is cut deep into our 
bones, written on our skin, cast in 
our souls. We have need of it 
now, more than ever, as we are, 
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unbelievably, openly, promised 
worse than then.  

   In the darkened woods, alone, a 
general prayed to his creator for a 
miracle in humbleness for help, 
in humility for hope.  He received 
many blessings, more than he 
ever imagined, and, ultimately, a 
nation in the end.  So, hold firm 
to hope, strengthen your resolve, 
and pray to your creator.  The 
future is dark, only because we do 
not know how it will end.   

The military NCO, a compilation 
of European traditions, was 
brought to the continental army in 
1778, at Valley Forge, by Prussian 
Inspector General Friedrich von 
Steuben.  He standardized NCO 
duties and responsibilities for the 
Continental Army NCO Corps.  
It is widely accepted. This 
development helped sustain the 
Continental Army through severe 
hardships including Valley Forge 
and reforged our military. 

Washington led his troops to 
Valley Forge, where they had little 
food and clothing for the winter.  
The Continental Congress could 
not provide the supplies 
requested.  The army of about 9-

12,000 lived in crude log huts it 
took all winter for most to be 
completed.  One of the graces of 
Valley Forge was a lack of most 
gentried residences and relative 
lack of a population.  Thus, 
preventing looting by the army 
enlisted, looking for provisions. 
By spring 1778, nearly a fourth of 
the soldiers had died of 
malnutrition, exposure to the 
cold, and such diseases as 
smallpox and typhoid fever.  Of 
those who died while there, most 
died at the nation's first military 
hospital established a few miles 
away at Yellow Springs. One of 
the last casualties at this hospital, 
was the founder of the hospital. 

The conditions of Valley Forge 
were so severe, General 
Washington refused to discuss 
them in letters and requests, 
making the extraordinary claim 
for that time that they would 
“harm your feelings”. Claiming of 
the 9,000 men present, 1/3 were 
incapable of movement, let alone 
fighting being effectively “naked” 
to the elements. In a way, 
Washington was stating, he would 
not be believed or in belief, the 
reader would think all was lost. 
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Washington, in a well-reasoned 
decision, declared all huts would 
be uniform, laid out in a specific 
order, worthy, and furnished with 
scavenged straw due to the lack of 
bedding. Where most European 
armies of the time housed in 
confiscated housing or 
encampments of tents. 
Washington, by removing the 
temptation of theft from his men, 
prevented the hated British 
forced housing (the quartering 
act), and providing universally 
adequate housing. Thus, he 
retained the good will of the 
population and a sustainable 
degree of comfort for his men. In 
addition, General Washington's 
wife was routinely seen around 
camp, helping among the women 
and families of the camp 
followers, who suffered along with 
their husbands and fathers. How 
could any man complain when 
the General's wife suffered 
without complaint? 

Washington was known for his 
reflections with God while 
wandering in the woods but was 
admired for his tireless efforts to 
feed and clothe his men.  His 
wife, for her work in gaining aid 
through local resources and the 

assistance among the camp 
follower ladies. And unusually 
enough, a patriotic baker, who 
through his knowledge turned the 
basic and meager supplies into 
palatable food. 

It was the random acts of 
kindness and the fear of being 
caught that kept many from 
deserting and brought supplies in 
at odd hours or under cover of 
escort. Of the intolerable acts, 
none was so capable of abuse than 
The Administration of Justice 
Act. This “Murder Act” gave free 
license to British to murder 
colonials under accusation of 
assistance to the colonial army. 
While some did get furloughs to 
go home to family during this 
harsh winter, and a few merchants 
who would take the colonial 
scripts of IOUs while hiding their 
dealings from the authorities. 
They were not there or then. 

M.R. Beyer 
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 A REPUBLIC IF YOU CAN 
KEEP IT 

Boundaries are important things.  
Kids need boundaries.  
Governments need boundaries.  
After Plato, the Western world 
spent 2000 years bouncing 
between one and two boundary 
government systems.  
Montesquieu added a third, 
followed by the Founders’ 
brilliant seven boundary system.  
Today we have a group of people 
who want to destroy six of the 
seven boundaries, taking us back 
to Plato’s single boundary 
Republic.  Instead of regressing, I 
would argue for more 
boundaries, particularly an eighth 
placed on the judicial branch. 

Contrary to the notion of “equal 
branches of government”, the 
judicial branch was designed to be 
the weakest power of 
government.  For the first 135 
years, Supreme Court justices 
were relegated to the 
Congressional basement.  They 
are not there to make law, only 
provide opinion.  Judges do not 
sit for life, but based on good 

behavior as defined by the 
legislative branch.  

“You seem . . . to consider the 
judges as the ultimate arbiters of 
all constitutional questions; a very 
dangerous doctrine indeed, and 
one which would place us under 
the despotism of an oligarchy. 
Our judges are as honest as other 
men, and not more so . . . and 
their power [is] the more 
dangerous, as they are in office for 
life and not responsible, as the 
other functionaries are, to the 
elective control. The Constitution 
has erected no such single 
tribunal, knowing that to whatever 
hands confided, with corruptions 
of time and party, its members 
would become despots.” -
Thomas Jefferson letter to 
William Jarvis, Sept. 28, 1820 

Seeing the despotism of the 
judiciary, citizens pursued the 
Idaho Judicial Accountability Act 
in 2006.  It did not make the 
threshold of required signatures, 
but it gives one an idea of what a 
possible eighth boundary might 
look like: 

It creates a special citizens grand 
jury, permanently operating and 
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exclusively dedicated to the 
review of judicial misconduct 
complaints. It both protects the 
judicial officers from frivolous 
and harassing litigation, while 
affording citizens an avenue to 
find justice. Any case found to 
have merit would be sent to 
separate trial jury for trial. 

Potentially self-funding after the 
initial start-up, the long-term goal 
of this Act is to apply 
consequences for judicial 
misconduct and remove judicial 
officers for repeated misconduct, 
thereby assuring that the judiciary 
follows the constitution and laws 
of this state. And when the 
judiciary is held accountable, the 
other branches of government 
can be held accountable when the 
citizenry seeks justice in the 
courts. 

You can find a copy of the bill here:  
https://sos.idaho.gov/ELECT/INITS/06
init02.htm 

Humbly yours, 
 
Caty Greene 
 
 
 

 REMEMBER THE LADIES 

  

Did you know? The word 
“spartan” means self-restrained, 
simple, frugal and austere. The 
word “laconic”, which means 
pithy and concise, is derived from 
the Spartans, who prized brevity 
of speech.  

When I hear “Sparta”, the first 
thing I think of is the movie 300.  
Did you know that the Spartan 
women portrayed in the movie 
ring true to history?  Sparta was 
the ultimate single boundary 
totalitarian state.  Everything, and 
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everyone, existed for the good of 
Sparta.  In the famous Battle of 
Thermopylae, King Leonidas 
picked 300 warriors to take on 
300,000 Persians.  According to 
the story, warriors were not 
chosen for their prowess and skill, 
but because of the strength of 
their women.  The king knew that 
even though the men were 
destined to die, if Sparta were to 
survive, it would endure because 
of her women.  

So, what made Spartan women so 
special? 

Spartan women were smart.  
They were taught to read, write, 
and were schooled in art and 
music.   They were expected to 
participate in intellectual 
discussions on politics, 
philosophy, mythology, and law.  
As the story goes, Athenian men 
were quite intimidated by the 
female Spartan quick wit and 
sharp tongue, particularly in their 
criticism of Athenian politics. 

Spartan women were also athletic 
and fit.  They were expected to 
run, wrestle, throw the javelin, 
and toss the discus. They boxed 
and rode horses.  They knew how 

to fight and were even allowed to 
athletically compete with the 
men.  Due to their rigorous 
physical activity, Spartan women 
dressed in little more than a short 
dress that showed their shapely 
legs, hence the Athenians calling 
the women “thigh-showers”.  
Spartan women were given plenty 
of food and provisions to 
guarantee their ability to give birth 
to healthy children. In fact, 
women had to pass a physical 
fitness test at the age of 18 to 
receive full citizenship to Sparta. 

Spartan women were old when 
they married.  When other Greek 
women were married off at 
fourteen, Spartans married 
between the age 18 and 20 to 
warriors closer to their age. 

Spartan women were free.  
Unlike their Greek counterparts 
of the time, Spartan women 
owned land and other property.  
It is said that Spartan women 
owned up to one third of the 
lands.  The men, being 
conscripted to the military for 30 
years, left the management of 
their households to their wives.  
Spartan warriors often did not live 
to retirement, leaving the 
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inheritance to their wives to 
manage.  

Clearly, Spartan women were not 
subjugated – at least in our 
modern sense.  I would argue that 
Spartan men were enslaved to the 
military industrial complex.  In 
Politics, Aristotle blames the 
downfall of Greece on its 
ungovernable women, “what is 
the difference between governors 
being governed by women and 
women being actually 
governors?”  So, who rules the 
world?  Even Aristotle knew…if 
momma ain’t happy, ain’t nobody 
happy. 

Humbly yours, 
 
Caty Greene 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 FIRE WITH FIRE 

 

   There is power in words when 
they are weaponized against the 
human psyche.  The radical left 
has been doing this for years and 
they have upped the ante now that 
they have a senile corrupt career 
politician as President.  Biden’s 
critical onset dementia seems to 
be already hindering his official 
capacity to execute his duties.  
Recent video footage has shown 
the aged President mumbling that 
he did not know what he was 
signing recently as he etched his 
signature on yet another executive 
order that is destabilizing our 
Republic.  How long until the 
communist Kamala assumes the 
reins of power due to Joe’s 
deteriorating condition? 

   It is imperative that we brand 
the radicals that have hijacked this 
nation for what they are.  We 
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must echo it far and wide to 
combat the narrative that these 
plutocratic narcissists have 
adopted to subjugate liberty 
loving individuals everywhere. 

   Black Lives Matter Inc. is a 
group of Black Supremacists and 
they must be referred to as such.  
Antifa is nothing less than Violent 
Anarchists and we need to ensure 
Americans know that supporting 
them is supporting violence.  
Movements that promote the 
slaughter of the unborn or 
recently born must be called out 
as the Abortion Radicals that they 
are.  It is unconscionable that they 
are now calling for access for 
mothers to murder of an infant 
who is fully developed.  This is 
truly radicalized insanity. 

   The movement of Socialist 
Terrorists that have infiltrated our 
government, Black Supremacist 
and Violent Anarchists in order to 
overthrow our Constitutional 
Republic, must be referred to in 
the proper light so that Americans 
know of their true intentions.  
They seek to terrorize us into 
submission.  What is truly 

shocking is the level of support 
that they have within the ranks of 
both sides of the political 
spectrum and throughout the 
corporate hierarchy in America.  
We need to stop supporting them 
by boycotting their goods and 
services while becoming 
ungovernable. 

   What is perhaps the most 
dangerous of all, however, is the 
atheist extremists that have been 
rooting out every instance of the 
Judeo-Christian founding of this 
country.  This has been going on 
for decades and has reached the 
point of demonization of anyone 
who professes any faith in the 
Creator and Divine principals that 
this country was founded on.  As 
we discussed last month in our 
Matrix of Liberty issue, without 
the key principals laid out in the 
National Monument to the 
Forefathers, our Republic will 
cease to exist.  Perhaps this is the 
plan after all. 

   But we have a plan of our own.  
We will speak truth to power.  
We will persevere when we are 
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honest when we speak about the 
brigands that seek to dominate us. 

 

~Wade John Taylor 

 

 

PERSEVERANCE 

   Our path forward is going to 
require that we remain vigilant 
against the radicalized elements 
that are thriving in the seats of 
power throughout the nation.  
Everywhere we look, black 
supremacists, atheist extremists, 
violent anarchists, abortion 
radicals, and socialist terrorists, 
are promoted by many in 
government as the path forward.   

   At the same time, they vilify 
patriotic everyday Americans, 
peaceful Christians, supporters of 
life, and those who would restore 
the Republic, as criminals that 
must be incarcerated and forcibly 
re-educated.  The unalienable 
rights guaranteed by the Bill of 
Rights, has never been under 
attack to this degree in the history 
or our nation. 

   These are all things that we 
need to keep in mind as we move 
forward.  Things will get much 
worse for the Patriot movement 
before they get better.  But this is 
not a problem as much as it is a 
blessing.  The more that the 
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radicalized powers in control of 
the administration move this 
country along the path of tyranny, 
the more that honest good-
natured citizens will flock to the 
truth that was instituted by our 
Founding Fathers.  Unalienable 
rights always survive oppression.  
The greater the subjugation the 
more that Natural Law shines as 
the path to personal sovereignty. 

   As we increase our awareness as 
to our awful situation, we must 
remain steadfast in preserving our 
good nature.  It is easy to become 
jaded and fall for the trap of 
becoming the radicals that they 
paint us as.  We must remember 
that the enemy is not those that 
are brainwashed by the 
propaganda of the true radicals 
that are actively dismantling the 
Republic.  They are mere victims 
of this cruel plan and we must do 
everything humanly possible to 
educate them as to the reality that 
they live in.   

   We assist in this great effort 
when we brand the true radicals 
for what they are.  When we do 
this, it becomes easier to 

persevere against tyranny.  We 
must not be silent in our 
afflictions and we cannot revile 
away from declaring the truth.  
We must turn away from fear as 
that is their tool of domination. 

 

   You may be wondering how it is 
that we will persevere and endure 
this outright onslaught against the 
traditional patriotic citizenry in 
this country.  As always, I think it 
is imperative that we look to our 
past for some inspiration on how 
to survive during this time of 
conflict and tyranny.  In the 
library of congress online under 
the heading of Religion and the 
Founding of the American 
Republic we find the following 
information about our first 
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government under our first 
constitution. 

“The Continental-Confederation 
Congress, a legislative body that 
governed the United States from 
1774 to 1789, contained an 
extraordinary number of deeply 
religious men. The amount of 
energy that Congress invested in 
encouraging the practice of 
religion in the new nation 
exceeded that expended by any 
subsequent American national 
government. Although the 
Articles of Confederation did not 
officially authorize Congress to 
concern itself with religion, the 
citizenry did not object to such 
activities. This lack of objection 
suggests that both the legislators 
and the public considered it 
appropriate for the national 
government to promote a 
nondenominational, 
nonpolemical Christianity. 

Congress appointed chaplains for 
itself and the armed forces, 
sponsored the publication of a 
Bible, imposed Christian morality 
on the armed forces, and granted 
public lands to promote 

Christianity among the Indians. 
National days of thanksgiving and 
of "humiliation, fasting, and 
prayer" were proclaimed by 
Congress at least twice a year 
throughout the war. Congress was 
guided by "covenant theology," a 
Reformation doctrine especially 
dear to New England Puritans, 
which held that God bound 
himself in an agreement with a 
nation and its people. This 
agreement stipulated that they 
"should be prosperous or 
afflicted, according as their 
general Obedience or 
Disobedience thereto appears." 
Wars and revolutions were, 
accordingly, considered 
afflictions, as divine punishments 
for sin, from which a nation could 
rescue itself by repentance and 
reformation. 

The first national government of 
the United States, was convinced 
that the "public prosperity" of a 
society depended on the vitality of 
its religion. Nothing less than a 
"spirit of universal reformation 
among all ranks and degrees of 
our citizens," Congress declared 
to the American people, would 
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"make us a holy, that so we may 
be a happy people."” 

   We have clearly departed from 
the moral fabric that was 
necessary to forge this country.  
While our government may have 
lost it, we do not have to follow 
their corruption.  If we strengthen 
our own personal faith, work with 
others of the same conviction, 
and dutifully strive to ensure that 
those in local government 
subscribe to the same traditional 
values then we can ensure that our 
own neighborhoods start to 
return to our founding principles.  
Our burden becomes more 
bearable when we are not alone in 
our strife. 

   We must encourage other 
locales to do the same throughout 
the country.  Support those 
communities who have achieved 
these results as the standard 
within our nation and not accept 
failure as an option.  In the 
Infantry we put one foot in front 
of the other, taking deliberate 
steps toward victory while 
encouraging others to do the 
same.  As we do this, we are 

assured that we can eventually 
restore the Republic to its former 
glory and prominence.  The key 
is just to keep moving forward no 
matter what. 

 

   The country has already 
crossed the Rubicon.  The 
socialist terrorists have been 
pulling the strings and are now in 
power.   They are encouraging an 
all-out assault upon anyone who is 
a patriot or promotes the ideals of 
individual liberty.  President 
Biden is signing his signature to 
whatever is placed in front of him 
at a pace unheard of.  There will 
be dark times ahead.  Accept it.  
But know that years of struggle are 
normal for the soul of liberty to 
rise from the bowels of our 
nation.   

   As we stay true to salvaging our 
local government, while 
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preparing for the worst.  It is 
possible, even likely, that certain 
aspects of government may 
become ineffective and, in some 
areas, the temporary absence of 
governance may persist for some 
time.  That will not affect us if we 
heal our communities and bind 
together as a single body of 
liberty.  We shall overcome. 

   I strongly encourage a personal 
food and water supply for you, 
your family, and friends, for at 
least a month.  One year should 
be the goal that you work up to, 
and if nothing else will provide 
peace of mind during uncertainty.  
I strongly encourage you to not 
advertise what you have.  Boasting 
of your preparedness may make 
you a target by opportunists 
during desperate times. 

   It is for that reason that I suggest 
some personal defense items such 
as firearms and ammunition.  
Those items are incredibly 
difficult to come by now days.  
Keep in mind that a bow or an axe 
would be better than a frying pan 
but in all cases be prepared for a 

worst-case scenario for a short 
period of time of up to a year. 

   Consider a garden, chickens, 
rabbits, or other food production 
items as soon as it is possible for 
your future wellbeing, and that of 
your family or friends.  Even in 
the unlikely event of stability and 
prevalent food, I find the work in 
producing one’s own food 
calming and delicious. 

   Keep the faith.  Stay vigilant.  
Prepare what you can.  We will 
get through this if we unite under 
the banner of liberty. 

 

~Wade John Taylor 
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 THIS MONTH IN 1777 

   While there were no major 
battles during February of 1777 
there were plenty of small 
skirmishes and a few minor naval 
battles. 

   On February 1st near Drake’s 
Farm close to Metuchen, New 
Jersey, British and Colonial units 
squared off and fought to a 
stalemate.  40 Colonials and 36 
British were killed, and 100 
troops were wounded. 

   February 2nd – 4th British forces 
attacked Fort McIntosh in 
Georgia and were victorious. 

   February 6th the HMS Solebay 
captured the sloop Speedwell.  
On the 7th Solebay captured the 
schooner Hope and the brig 
Fortune.  On the 9th Solebay 
captured the schooner Little 
Dick.  The Little Dick ended up 
getting stuck on the Nassau Bar, 
but the remaining ships sailed to 
Jamaica. 

On February 13th, the SC Navy 
brig Comet captured a large 
British ship and sent it to 

Charlestown.  The Defense also 
sent in two prize ships. 

On February 23rd at Spanktown, 
New Jersey Lt. Colonel Charles 
Mawhood lead a reinforced 
brigade on a patrol to destroy any 
Colonial units he could catch.  He 
met up with four regiments from 
New Jersey and 2 Regiments from 
Pennsylvania as well as the 
German Battalion.  The British 
forces were beaten back severely 
with 69 casualties and 6 wounded.  
Meanwhile the Colonials only 
suffered 5 deaths and 9 wounded. 

On February 27th, the SC Navy 
brig Comet captured two more 
British ships.  One carrying 
mahogany and the other carrying 
logwood. 
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 FROM THE EDITOR 

   The road less traveled is often 
the most pleasant.   After the 
events over the past five years, I 
believe that more than ever. 

    During the 2016 campaign for 
President, we were all inundated 
with the illegal activities of Hillary 
Clinton.  So many anonymous 
sources kept popping up that 
stated that new evidence was 
about ready to be presented that 
would ensure that she was going 
to jail.  Many of those anonymous 
sources turned out to be wrong. 

   What really confused the 
matter was that the Clintons were 
so sloppy that tons of evidence 
did exist and did come out that 
was illegal.  However, their 
influence into the corrupt 
machine of the U.S. Government 
knows no bounds and despite the 
evidence and the body count of 
people who turned against them 
nothing will ever be done by the 
legal system. 

   Then the mysterious CIA 
Psychological Operation 
(PSYOP) called Q showed up.  

For the first few months I was 
intrigued and was on the fence as 
to the validity of what was being 
put out there. 

   As the months rolled on 
“Breadcrumbs” called to the 
hope of patriots everywhere to 
believe that there was a chess 
game being played between 
masters and that Trump oversaw 
it all and had everyone outplayed. 

   The challenge of trying to figure 
out the coded messages kept so 
many minds busy on the code that 
they failed to take a mile-high view 
of the situation or, at the very 
least, instill some critical thinking. 

   Before digging into this further 
I must give a bit of full disclosure.  
Toward the end of the Trump 
Administration, I found myself 
grasping at any bit of hope that I 
could find and was more likely 
than usual to grasp onto authority 
figures spreading disinformation.  
While I had long dismissed the Q 
theories as a PSYOP, I did latch 
onto General Michael Flynn, 
Businessman Mike Lindell, the 
Lawyers Lin Wood, and Sydney 
Powell.  These were tangible 
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people who had a reputation and 
they continually stated that 
Trump was going to be President 
for another four years. 

   Were they as desperate as I was 
to uncover the vast amount of 
fraud that we all knew possible, or 
were they part of the PSYOP?  I 
cannot say one way or another, 
perhaps a mix of both.  What I do 
know is that a good portion of the 
American people were played 
and given a great deal of false 
hope.  The question is why? 

   If we look at what it 
accomplished, the answer will 
reveal itself.  For the entire 
Trump Administration millions 
of Americans stood by and did 
nothing to stand up for liberty and 
against the abuse of the 
corruption in the government as it 
attacked an elected president and 
the Republic that he was trying to 
clean up.  They did this because 
we were told by some phantom to 
“trust the plan”. (not enemy as Q 
seemed a friend at the time) 

   The President surrounded 
himself with advisors embedded 
in the Republican Party who were 

supposed to be supporting him. 
In fact, they sabotaged his efforts 
and betrayed the nation in order 
to restore the status quo of 
corruption that had endured for 
decades. 

   Trump was not supposed to win 
the election.  Fraud so massive 
that it could not be hid was 
necessary to reinstate control by 
globalists.  They are now four 
years behind on their plan to 
collapse the western economies in 
the “Great Reset”.  Make no 
mistake the result of their plan 
would see Western Governments 
become irrelevant and 
superseded by a global 
government of oppression. 

   We must be deliberate, 
intelligent, and be willing to 
persevere through adversity in 
order to gain the upper hand. 

 

~Wade John Taylor 
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 PATRIOT REFLECTION 

 INK 

 
What power in a language? What 
summation in a word? To hear 
the silence of great orators, take a 
breath. To feel the power of their 
hearts and minds by print and 
publication. 

Of founding fathers were 
foundations laid. From their 
thoughts were great works 
wrought. By records of their 
letters were articles written. In 
research by many did their 
pamphlets come to print. 

Through speeches and 
publications were arguments 
shared. Great men understood. 
Common cause discovered. A 
history recorded. 

In a time of rebirth puppeteers in 
the shadows are exposed by light 
of knowledge and honor. 
Networks of lies laid bare. 
Skeletons of crimes exposed. 

From vitality and enthusiasm, a 
timeline has been broken. A 

planning scattered. The opponent 
off balance and ill prepared. 

Tyranny, treason, corruption, 
lies. These crimes once and once 
again brought, and bring, good 
and great men to their feet to seek 
justice. Of one accord. 

All recorded by the power of a 
language, its words, in speeches, 
through articles, from periodicals. 
Printed, published, and 
distributed in simple pamphlets. 

Exactly like the one you read 
now. 

M.R. Beyer 
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 HOMESTEAD RESILIENCE 

   Welcome to the new 
Homestead Resilience section of 
The Pamphlet.  One of our 
Patriot Supporters recommended 
that I put a new section in that 
gives helpful hints on how to 
increase self-reliance and become 
more resilient during times of 
emergency and instability.  While 
we temporarily had to retire a 
column to make room, we feel 
that this section will benefit more 
people in the end.  Without 
further ado, let’s get started. 

 

RESILIENCE TIP 

   One of the most important 
aspects of being prepared for 
difficult times is water preparation 
and storage.  Many people in our 
area are on well water.  While this 
seems like a great idea, most of 
the properties cannot draw any 
water without power.  Those 
people who are reliant on public 
water as a utility will also be 
without water shortly after the 
power goes out. 

   Water storage solutions can be 
expensive and as a result most 
people tend to have an 
insufficient reserve. 

   For those individuals that drink 
soda I recommend switching to 
two-liter bottles.  After each use 
wash and rinse them out 
thoroughly.  Then fill with fresh 
water and add two drops of 
chlorine bleach to help keep 
contaminants at bay.  The more 
soda you drink the larger your 
water supply grows.  Your supply 
is good for at least a year and you 
can rotate it out to keep it fresh.  I 
have been doing this for years and 
I have several hundred bottles.  I 
have built some handy storage 
racks for them and it is nice to 
have an emergency supply of 
water for when I need it. 

 

FOOD STORAGE 

   Another thing that I hear quite 
often is that people tell me that 
they cannot afford to store up 
food for difficult times.  The 
easiest way to do this is to add a 
bag of rice, beans, a couple 
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packages of gravy, and 12 cans of 
vegetables each time you shop.  In 
no time at all you will have a basic 
food storage that would keep you 
alive.  As you go on you can 
diversify and branch out into 
other non-perishables. 

 

Additionally, here is another 
Patriot Supporter idea, a recipe 
you can make using your stored 
food. Here are the ingredients to 
a simple Tuna Casserole recipe:   

3 Cans of Tuna 

1 Can Cream of Chicken Soup 

1 Can Cream of Mushroom Soup 

1 Can of Peas 

1 Pound of Pasta, already cooked 

½ Cup of Dried Parmesan 
Cheese 

Mix and cook at 350 degrees for 
about a half hour and serve. 

All the above ingredients are shelf 
stable.  The dried Parmesan is 
good for at least a year unopened 
and can last longer if kept in a 
cool dry storage space.  If you 

rotate your foods once you have a 
food storage developed, you 
could easily purchase an extra 
meal every time you go shopping 
and store it away. 

What other recipes could you do 
this with? 

 

   I hope you have enjoyed our 
new section.  Next month we will 
improve on this section and it will 
likely become a regular section in 
our printings to aid in helping you 
prepare for challenging times. 

 

~Wade John Taylor 
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 PATRIOT OPINION 

   If every citizen were as 
dedicated to the preservation of 
the Republic as the Culper Ring 
was during the Revolutionary 
War, there would be no threat 
today from radicals that have 
taken over this country. 

   This country has not faced such 
tyranny since the War of 
Independence.  In some cases, 
the British Parliament and 
Throne were not as tyrannical as 
the current regime.  Every day 
that goes by a modern version of 
the “Stamp Act” or “Sugar Act” is 
signed by executive order.  No 
such degree of tyranny would 
have been allowed to exist in our 
early years as a Nation.  Defiance 
then was justified, today even 
more so. 

   Perhaps it is time to call the 
tyrants ‘Redcoats’ again.  At least 
call them what they are.  Traitors. 

   Regardless, the only thing that 
can be done now is what was done 
then.  Good people of all walks of 
life who put aside their 
differences in defense of liberty is 

what is needed in this late hour of 
despotism.  The thriving 
plutocracy must be dismantled 
piece by piece. 

   Consider working together with 
fellow patriots and starting your 
own Culper Ring in order to 
thwart the plans of those who seek 
the destruction of the Republic.  
Strategic pressure applied in the 
right spot guarantees results. 

   Stay off the internet, stay away 
from phones and recording 
devices, and work only with 
people you know you can trust 
when working in such a group.  
Do things the old-fashioned way 
and you will be light-years ahead 
of those who are handicapped by 
technology. 

Stay within the boundaries that 
you are comfortable with and 
avoid drawing the attention of the 
long arm of tyranny.  Stay one 
step ahead and stay alive. 

Your Servant, 

Thaddeus Burr  
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 FINAL THOUGHTS 

 

   Thomas Paine is our Patron 
Saint here at The Pamphlet.  We 
strive today to carry on with the 
tradition that he started in the 
early years of our nation.  His 
words of yesterday ring true even 
today. 

   I hope that we can all 
understand by now that liberty 
requires action.  For far too long 
we have punched the clock at our 
jobs and worked day in and day 
out while taking minuscule 
vacations here and there to 
reconnect with our family.  Our 
lives waste away year by year and 
our corrupt government seizes 
more power day by day while we 
continue in our oblivious fashion. 

   I believe that the events over the 
past few years, and past few 
months especially, have taught us 
that the punch bowl from which 
we have been drinking is empty.  
Our government cannot be 
trusted with the reins of power.  
They have shown quite frequently 
that they are no better than the 
parliament and monarchy of 
England in the 1700’s. 

   Doing nothing is no longer an 
option.  We must start in our own 
back yards and in our own local 
government.  It is time to insist on 
accountability and representation 
from our local city, county, and 
state officials.  Call them up.  Ask 
them what they are doing to 
promote liberty and freedom.  
And if they do not have a good 
answer tell them you expect a 
good answer next week when you 
call them again or you expect a 
resignation.  Then keep calling 
them once a week.  Hold their 
feet to the fire.  Never give up, 
never surrender your liberty. 

 

~Wade John Taylor 
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Creator of The Culper Ring 

 

Benjamin Tallmadge 

    

   Benjamin Tallmadge created an organization out of patriots like you and 
me who were tired of tyranny.  They were willing to operate in the shadows 
to achieve victory over the British.  I often wonder if we have people who 
are even capable of duplicating his efforts today against the corrupt titans 
that are starting to control every aspect of our lives.  Instant gratification 
seems to be the lifestyle of many people now days. 

   I believe if more people created similar organizations today to achieve the 
greater good, we would be in a better place.  Reporting on those that have 
nefarious intent is something that we severely lack today. 

 

www.ThePamphlet.Net 
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   Pamphlets that were widely distributed during the founding of our Republic and 
were instrumental in securing our inalienable rights from the tyrannical rule of the 
day.  The most popular, “Common Sense” written by Thomas Paine in 1775-1776 
is still well worth a read. 

   Through these pamphlets, the soul of our new nation and the will to defend of 
our unalienable rights, was born.  Our Divine Creator inspired the great men of 
that day to ensure nothing takes away those freedoms.  They enshrined them in 
our founding documents. 

   Nowadays oppressive and corrupt politicians, judges, and bureaucrats have 
teamed up with diabolical corporations and media outlets to subjugate the 
population.  They openly support Violent Anarchists, Black Supremacists, and 
Socialist Terrorist organizations.  They openly declare that their goal is the 
destruction of churches, cultural institutions, private businesses, and ultimately 
The United States of America.  They have no qualms committing treason by fixing 
elections. 

   That same tyranny we the people overthrew two hundred and forty-four years 
ago is rampant again.  The Pamphlet has been resuscitated from the dust to spread 
the word.  We are rallying true patriots and freedom loving people everywhere to 
take up the banner of liberty. We are common people just like you and our Tree 
of Liberty has been planted. 

This land is our land.  We will not go quietly into the night and fade away.  We 
are here to stay.  Live free or die. 

Contact Us / Support Us 

Email:  Editor@ThePamphlet.Net Or Donations@ThePamphlet.Net 

Donate any amount www.Paypal.me/ThePamphlet 

Subscribe for exclusive content www.Patreon.com/The_Pamphlet 

         

  


